INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
============

Controlling movement requires that a large number of muscles are activated in the correct pattern. The complexity of this problem has led to suggestions that the nervous system uses dimensional reduction, controlling a small number of functional synergies rather than every muscle independently ([@B59]). Different versions of this idea defined either spatial (a set of muscles, activated in fixed ratios) or spatiotemporal (time-varying templates of muscle coactivations) synergies ([@B52]).

To investigate the idea of dimensional reduction, [@B60] recorded joint angles of the human hand during a wide range of grasps and abstract gestures and subjected the recordings to principal component analysis. In this highly diverse data set, 85% of the total variance could be explained by just two components, which seems to support dimensional reduction at least for hand function. [@B51] showed that stimulation of the motor cortex in macaque monkeys produced muscle activations well represented by a small number of synergies, suggesting that synergies had a basis in the underlying neural representation.

Some recent work has questioned the importance of synergies in the control of the human hand. When subjects generate isometric forces with the index finger, the variance profile of the force and the coactivation of different muscles fit better with a flexible control scheme in which muscles can be addressed individually, rather than in fixed synergies ([@B39]; [@B64]). Even if synergies can be detected, it is not necessarily the case that they are the result of deliberate control strategies. [@B40] used a cadaveric hand with tendons actuated by motors to perform an index finger movement task. For successful task performance, biomechanical constraints led to obligate correlations in muscle activities, which would appear as synergies in a typical analysis, even though no such constraints were imposed by the controller. Finally, dimensional reduction seems to be less apparent if a wider range of movements is considered. When recording joint angles with a portable system during everyday life, [@B29] found that only 60% of the total variance could be explained by two principal components; 10 components (out of a possible total of 19) were required to explain 95%. It is possible that the apparent dominance of two synergies found by [@B60] was thus an artifact of artificially constraining hand function to a set of laboratory-based tasks. Interestingly, although the remaining components contributed little to the overall variance in the study by [@B60], the magnitude of these higher components critically distinguished different grasps. This led to the suggestion that a more selective activation of muscles is superimposed onto low-dimensional synergies, which permits fine fractionation of digit movement.

Much previous work points to the importance of the corticospinal tract in mediating fine fractionated finger movements. Following a lesion of the corticospinal tract at the medulla or at spinal segment C2, monkeys show a permanent impairment of independent finger movements ([@B2]; [@B42]). Similar difficulties with isolated finger movements are seen in stroke patients after corticospinal damage ([@B41]; [@B55]). Infant macaques develop corticospinal projections to motoneuron pools in the cervical cord around the time that they first start grooming, a behavior that is impossible without fine hand control ([@B3]). Monkeys that have strong cortico-motoneuronal connections have more dexterous hand function than those with only weak direct connections to motoneurons ([@B12]; [@B44]).

There is an increasing realization that subcortical systems make an important contribution to the control of the primate hand. As well as the corticospinal tract, the reticulospinal tract provides inputs to motoneurons innervating forearm and intrinsic hand muscles ([@B57]), and neurons in the reticular formation (RF) modulate their activity during fine finger movements ([@B62]). Propriospinal interneurons located at the C3--C4 spinal segments receive corticospinal ([@B30]) and reticulospinal input ([@B28]), project to motoneurons innervating the hand and forearm, and can partially mediate fine finger control ([@B37]; [@B61]). Within the cervical enlargement, many segmental interneurons also have corticospinal and reticulospinal input ([@B56]), provide inputs to motoneurons controlling the hand, and modulate their activity during fine grasp ([@B63]).

Although brainstem and spinal circuits undoubtedly contribute to hand control, they seem to have different roles ([@B8]). Identified cortico-motoneuronal cells modulate their firing strongly with a precision grip, but only weakly with a power grip, even when the muscle facilitated by their corticospinal projection is more active in a power grip ([@B49]). This suggests a role limited to fine, but not gross, hand function. The firing rate of neurons in primary motor cortex (M1) correlates better with individual finger joint angles than principal component scores derived from those joint angles ([@B38]). We know that cortico-motoneuronal cells and spinal cord interneurons facilitate small groups of motoneuron pools ([@B15], [@B63]), whereas reticulospinal axons branch extensively within the spinal cord, and hence presumably coactivate a large group of muscles ([@B54]). This might suggest that brainstem pathways provide the neural origin for the small numbers of synergies often detected in principal component analysis, whereas cortical (and possibly spinal) circuits permit more flexible control of individual muscles.

In patients who have lost corticospinal pathways following a stroke, principal component analysis can reveal a similar synergy structure for movements with the more affected and less affected arm ([@B19], although this is not a universal finding, [@B58]). This is expected if surviving brainstem pathways continue to contribute a gross synergy structure to movements even after recovery from damage. Indeed, the excessive and obligate coactivation of fixed muscle groups is a defining feature of movements in recovered stroke patients ([@B25]; [@B35]).

To date, no studies have made a direct comparison between the outputs of M1, RF, and the spinal cord and whether these would better support fixed synergies or more flexible, independent activation of muscles in the upper limb. [@B51] used long trains of intracortical microstimulation to M1 to elicit movements. Nonnegative matrix factorization of the resulting muscle activity revealed a similar underlying synergy structure, as extracted during performance of natural grasp movements. Activity generated by such long trains of stimuli may spread to distant cortical and subcortical sites, and therefore, it is unclear whether the synergies detected originated within M1 or in its output targets. Output patterns have been mapped using more focal single-pulse stimuli from M1 ([@B53]), lateral ([@B14]), and mesial ([@B13]) premotor cortex, red nucleus ([@B9]), reticular formation ([@B21], [@B62]), and spinal cord ([@B48]) and also by examining the post-spike facilitation seen in spike-triggered averages of EMG ([@B15]; [@B16]; [@B23]; [@B47]; [@B63]). These studies have reported generally overlapping ranges of numbers of muscles activated per site and have not considered how the patterns of coactivated muscles relate to patterns seen in natural activity.

In this study, we gathered an extensive data set of responses in upper limb muscles to single-pulse stimulation in M1, RF, and the cervical enlargement of the spinal cord (SC) in macaque monkeys. Activity in the same muscles was recorded during free behavior in the home cage, using a novel miniature data logger. Using a new analysis that tried to reconstruct the natural activity patterns as linear combinations of the stimulus-evoked patterns, we found significant differences between the three regions. RF outputs were better matched to the natural activity, allowing reconstruction of natural patterns that were simpler than using outputs from either M1 or SC. However, the residuals, the parts of natural activity that could not be reconstructed from stimulus-evoked responses, were significantly larger for RF than for M1 or SC. Our results support the idea that RF represents approximate patterns of muscle coactivation, whereas M1 and SC permit more nuanced, selective activity, which underlies the fine fractionated movements so important to the primate upper limb.

METHODS {#sec2}
=======

Experiments were conducted in five female macaca mulatta monkeys (weight: 5.7--8 kg), which are coded *Sa*, *Su*, *P*, *T*, and *U* in this report. All animal procedures were carried out under appropriate licenses issued by the UK Home Office under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and were approved by the Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board of Newcastle University.

 {#sec2-1}

### Behavioral task. {#sec2-1-1}

The monkeys were trained to perform the food retrieval task used in [@B57] and illustrated in [Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*D*. A trial was initiated by the experimenter baiting a food well with a small piece of food. The animal then pulled a lever ([Fig. 1*B*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), which activated a pneumatic cylinder attached to a clear plastic door, which prevented access to the food well ([Fig. 1*C*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The dropping of the door was the cue for the animal to reach into the well and retrieve the food ([Fig. 1*D*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), which was then carried to the mouth. This task was chosen because it is relatively straightforward to learn but causes activation of a wide range of proximal and distal muscles in the upper limb ([Fig. 1*E*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Illustration of methods. *A*--*D*: behavioral task. The monkey grasped (*A*) and pulled (*B*) a lever, which caused a clear plastic door to drop, revealing a food well. The monkey then reached into the well (*C*) and retrieved the food reward ("pick" event, detected by crossing an infrared beam; *D*). *E*: averaged rectified electromyogram (EMG) aligned to the "door drop" event of the task. Histogram at the *top* shows the distribution of the pick event relative to door drop. Vertical calibration bars to the *right* of each trace represent 50 µV. *Monkey P*, *n* = 81 trials. *F*: example responses to motor cortex (M1) stimulation (Stim) in *monkey T*. Each trace shows an average of rectified EMG from the muscle and stimulus indicated for *n* = 800 sweeps. Threshold intensity was determined as 20 µA for this site. *G*: photograph of data logger inside custom case and drawing illustrating how the data logger attached to the head implant on the monkey. *H*: example recording of natural activity from the data logger from *monkey P*. PD, posterior deltoid; AD, anterior deltoid; LD, latissimus dorsi; FDP, flexor digitorum profundus; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; FCU, flexor carpi ulnaris; FDS, flexor digitorum superficialis; PM, pectoralis major; AbPB, abductor pollicis brevis; 1DI, first dorsal interosseous; BR, brachioradialis; ECR, extensor carpi radialis; ECU, extensor carpi ulnaris; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; Tri, triceps; BicL, long head of biceps.](z9k0011844370001){#F0001}

### Surgical implant. {#sec2-1-2}

Once animals were trained on the task, they underwent two implant surgeries, using a full aseptic technique. Initial sedation used intramuscular injections of ketamine (10 mg/kg). An intravenous line was then placed and anesthesia induced using propofol (2.3 mg/kg). The animal was then intubated and anesthesia maintained using inhalation of sevoflurane (∼2% in 100% O~2~) with an intravenous infusion of alfentanil (0.2--0.3 μg·kg^−1^·min^−1^). Intravenous methypregnisolone (loading dose of 30 mg/kg, followed by continual infusion of 5.4 mg·kg^−1^·h^−1^) was used to reduce edema together with a subcutaneous injection of meloxicam (0.3 mg/kg). Dehydration was prevented by an infusion of Hartmann's solution (to give a total fluid infusion rate, including drug solutions of 5--10 ml·kg^−1^·h^−1^). The animal was kept warm using a thermostatically controlled heating blanket, and a separate source of air warmed to 37°C. A positive pressure ventilator was used throughout to ensure adequate ventilation. Monitoring during surgery included pulse oximetry, heart rate, blood pressure (measured using a cuff on the leg), core and peripheral temperature, and end-tidal CO~2~. Drug doses were adjusted to produce a stable plane of deep general anesthesia.

The first surgery placed electrodes for electromyogram (EMG) recording. Pairs of insulated stainless-steel wires, bared for 1--2 mm at their tips, were inserted into upper limb muscles and secured using silk sutures. The wires were tunneled subcutaneously to connectors. At the end of the surgery, these connectors were sutured into pouches made from sheets of silicone rubber. The pouches were placed under the skin of the back, all wounds were closed, and the animal was allowed to recover from the anesthetic.

Several weeks later, a second surgery implanted a headpiece to permit atraumatic head fixation. The headpiece was produced from carbon fiber-reinforced TekaPEEK and was machined to fit a digital model of the skull produced from a structural MRI scan. The headpiece was attached to the skull using the system of disks and expanding bolt assemblies described by [@B43]. Three bolts protruded from the headpiece to allow head fixation during recording sessions and allowed attachment of the data logger (see below). The EMG connectors were retrieved from the back pouches in this surgery, tunneled to the head, and attached to the headpiece. Recording chambers were also attached to the headpiece and centered over craniotomies, which permitted microelectrode penetrations either to the brainstem or motor cortex.

### Recording sessions in the awake state. {#sec2-1-3}

After recovery from the surgery was complete, daily recording sessions began. Tungsten microelectrodes (300-μm shaft diameter, 3-μm tip diameter, 0.1-MΩ impedance; Microprobe, Gaithersburg, MD) were inserted through the craniotomy to target the primary motor cortex (M1) or the pontomedullary reticular formation (RF). Electrodes were advanced while trains of intracranial microstimuli (ICMS) were delivered (13--18 biphasic pulses, 0.2 ms/phase; isolated stimulator model 2100; AM Systems, Sequim, WA) until a site that evoked upper limb movements was located.

Single-pulse ICMS was then delivered to the chosen site (biphasic stimuli, 0.2 ms/phase; repetition rate of 9 Hz) while the animal performed the behavioral task. EMG signals from the implanted electrodes were amplified (gain: 200--5,000; filter bandpass: 30 Hz to 2 kHz) and sampled to disk (5-k samples/s) along with task and stimulus markers using data acquisition cards (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and custom software. In *monkeys Sa* and *U*, a single intensity of stimulus was delivered, chosen to be close to the threshold determined for an overt twitch response to the ICMS train, and 50 trials of the task were recorded. Task performance was then paused, and data were immediately analyzed using a custom script written in the MATLAB environment. This computed averages of rectified EMG and determined whether there was a significant response in any muscle. The intensity was then increased or reduced, and a further recording was gathered. At each site, we aimed to gather a data set at the threshold intensity, which was defined as the intensity T where a response was produced, but no response was produced at 5 µA below T. This required that we gather a minimum of two data sets, at T and T-5 µA, although typically more were required to find the correct choice of intensity T. On some recording days where threshold for the initial site was identified quickly, we moved the electrode to a new site and gathered further data there. Such sites were separated by a depth of 0.4--1.9 mm.

In *monkeys P* and *T*, an alternative approach was used for threshold identification. Stimuli were typically delivered at 10, 20, 30, and 40 µA, in a pseudorandom sequence, using a computer-controlled stimulator (DS4; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK); recordings were made for 75 trials of the task. In some recordings, a further data set with higher (20, 30, 40, and 50 µA) or lower (5, 10, 15, and 20 µA) intensities was gathered to characterize the threshold better. The lowest intensity that gave a significant EMG response in at least one muscle was denoted as the threshold. Example responses are shown in [Fig. 1*F*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}.

### Recording natural patterns of EMG activity. {#sec2-1-4}

At the end of some recording sessions, the animal was fitted with a miniature custom-built data logger. This was based around a dsPIC33FJ128MC804 microcontroller (Microchip, Chandler, AZ) and two 16-channel differential amplifiers (RHA2216; Intan Technologies, Los Angeles, CA). Up to 32 channels of bipolar EMG were recorded by connecting this custom circuit to the connectors on the headpiece. EMG was amplified (gain: 200; filter: 20 Hz to 1 kHz) and sampled continually at 1,024 or 1,250 samples/channel with 12-bit resolution. In our past experience with similar EMG recordings, we have found minimal power above 500 Hz; aliasing of frequencies above the Nyquist limit was thus unlikely to distort the recorded signals appreciably. Data were stored on a microSD card (32-GB storage capacity), using the FAT32 filing system. The circuit was powered by a lithium ion battery (capacity: 8.5 Ah; Tadiran part no. SL2770/T). The entire system was mounted in a custom enclosure that fitted onto the headpiece ([Fig. 1*G*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The monkey was then returned to the home cage, which comprised large enclosures with floor area of 17 m^2^ and was 2.4 m high. The cage was fitted with swings, ropes, and perches, which the animals used to climb and move around the whole three-dimensional space. The floor was covered with shavings, into which seeds were placed to encourage foraging. Monkeys lived in compatible pairs and spent considerable periods of time interacting with their cage mate.

At the end of the data logger recording, the monkey was again brought to the laboratory, and the SD card was retrieved for download to a computer. An example of an EMG recording is shown in [Fig. 1*H*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}.

### Terminal experiment. {#sec2-1-5}

Once recordings in the awake state were completed, an experiment under terminal anesthesia was carried out to record responses to spinal cord stimulation. The monkey was sedated by intramuscular injection of ketamine (10 mg/kg), and anesthesia was induced by intravenous injection of propofol (2.3 mg/kg). Surgical procedures were performed under sevoflurane anesthesia (1--2% in 100% O~2~) with a continuous intravenous infusion of alfentanil (0.2--0.3 μg·kg^−1^·min^−1^). Methypregnisolone and Hartmann's infusions were given as described above. Initial surgical preparation included a tracheotomy, and central arterial and venous lines were inserted via the major vessels of the neck. The bladder was catheterized. A laminectomy was then performed to expose spinal segments C3-T1. The animal was mounted in a spinal frame. Sevofurane anesthesia was then replaced by intravenous infusion of ketamine (6 mg·kg^−1^·h^−1^), midazolam (0.3--0.6 mg·kg^−1^·h^−1^), and alfentanil (same dose as above). Throughout the procedure, the animal was kept warm by a thermostatically controlled blanket and a separate system using warm air. A positive-pressure ventilator ensured adequate ventilation. Monitoring included pulse oximetry, heart rate, arterial and venous blood pressure (measured via the central lines), core and peripheral temperature, and end-tidal CO~2~. Rapid changes in heart rate or blood pressure following noxious stimuli or more gradual rising trends were taken as a sign of waning anesthesia, and infusion rates were adjusted accordingly.

The implanted EMG electrodes were connected to recording amplifiers. Microelectrode penetrations (electrodes as described above) were then made into the spinal cord between segments C3 and T1. These segments were chosen, as they contain segmental and propriospinal interneurons that control motoneurons innervating the upper limb. The penetration depth targeted the intermediate zone, where such interneurons are located. EMG responses to single-pulse microstimulation were then recorded as above.

At the end of the recordings (which typically lasted 15--34 h), anesthesia was deepened to a lethal level, and the animal was perfused through the heart with phosphate-buffered saline, followed by formalin fixative.

Structural MRI was used to reconstruct the electrode recording sites. The acquisition of the MRI data was described in detail in [@B7]. In brief, before implant, the monkey was sedated with ketamine (10 mg/kg) and intubated and anesthesia continued by inhalation of isoflurane (2--2.5%). Ventilation, blood oxygen saturation, and heart rate were continuously monitored. The head was fixed into a plastic stereotaxic frame, and T1- and T2-weighted images were acquired. Brain image coordinates were transformed from the scanner arbitrary axes to stereotaxic space ([@B7]). The location of electrode penetrations was measured each day relative to a fiducial mark on the recording chamber. Using the stereotaxic coordinates of the chamber mark (measured during the implant surgery), we could calculate the location of the electrode tip in stereotaxic coordinates. To reconstruct the penetrations in the reticular formation, the stereotaxic coordinates of the anterior and posterior commissures were identified on the MRI for each monkey. The penetration sites in the reticular formation were then adjusted to bicommissural coordinates and projected on an atlas template ([@B45]).

### Analysis. {#sec2-1-6}

The first stage of analysis involved compiling stimulus-triggered averages of rectified EMG. The EMG was analyzed using a custom program (MatLab; The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to find any significant muscle responses. To determine significant responses for any one site, the program compiled an average rectified trace for each muscle across stimuli within a window of 100 ms before to 150 ms after the stimulus pulse. The 100 ms of EMG before the pulse was defined as the baseline period. The program then searched for any points that exceeded the mean + 3 SD of the baseline during the period 5--25 ms after the stimulus pulse. The average EMG in the response window was measured on single sweeps together with the average from the same duration window preceding the stimulus pulse. A paired *t*-test measured if there was a significant difference between response and baseline periods for that muscle (*P* \< 0.05). This was repeated for each muscle for a particular site. Subsequent analysis used these vectors of response amplitude in each recorded EMG, with zeros denoting no significant response. Vectors with no significant responses (i.e., following a stimulus which was subthreshold for all muscles) were excluded.

For recordings of natural activity using the data logger, some EMGs had an artifactual contamination by electrocardiogram (ECG). We have found that this is unavoidable when recordings are taken of more proximal muscles near to the chest. EMGs were first processed using an algorithm that detected QRS complexes in one channel in which they were especially prominent. These were used to generate average templates of the artifact at this time for each other channel; the template was then subtracted from each sweep.

Sections of recording between 7 PM and 7 AM were excluded from further analysis. This was the time when the lights in our housing unit went out, and the animals typically slept; any movements over this time were likely to be involuntary postural adjustments during sleep.

Daytime EMGs with the ECG artifact removed were then high-pass filtered at 30 Hz to remove movement artifacts, rectified, low-pass filtered at 10 Hz to extract the modulation envelope, and downsampled to 50 samples/s. For each channel, a region where no EMG activity was present was chosen by eye from a display of the first 200 s of data. The maximum of this region was used as a threshold, with values below it taken to denote inactivity on that channel. At each sample point, if all channels were inactive (Boolean logical and operation), that sample point was excluded from further analysis. The result of this process was a series of EMG vectors denoting activity in each muscle during natural movements in the home cage.

### Principal component analysis. {#sec2-1-7}

One problem with making quantitative comparisons of fractionation between different areas and animals was the varying number of EMGs available in each case. To permit a valid comparison, ten muscles were chosen in each animal (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Each EMG was divided by the standard deviation of that recording in the natural activity recorded by the data logger. Principal component analysis ([@B24]) was then performed on the vectors of muscle responses following stimulation and also on the vectors of natural activity recorded in the home cage and activity recorded during performance of the behavioral task in the laboratory. Responses to all available stimulus intensities were used for this analysis. The cumulative percentage of variance explained was plotted vs. the number of principal components.

###### 

Database available for analysis in this report

  Monkey ID   Data Logger Recording Duration, h                                                                                              No. of EMGs   List of EMGs                                                                                                                                           Brain/SC area   No. of Sites Stimulated   Total No. of Stimulus Responses
  ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------
  *P*         20.0/22.9                                                                                                                      16            [LD]{.ul} AD [PD]{.ul} PM [BicS]{.ul} Tri [BR]{.ul} [EDC]{.ul} [ECU]{.ul} [ECR]{.ul} [FDS]{.ul} [FCU]{.ul} FCR [FDP]{.ul} 1DI AbPB                     RF              23                        50
  14          [LD]{.ul} [PD]{.ul} [BicS]{.ul} Tri [BR]{.ul} [EDC]{.ul} [ECU]{.ul} [ECR]{.ul} [FDS]{.ul} [FCU]{.ul} FCR [FDP]{.ul} 1DI AbPB   SC            78                                                                                                                                                     207                                       
  *Sa*        6.9/11.3                                                                                                                       19            [LD]{.ul} Cor [BicL]{.ul} BicS [Bra]{.ul} [BR]{.ul} [EDC]{.ul} [ED2,3]{.ul} ED4,5 [FDS]{.ul} [FPL]{.ul} [FCU]{.ul} PT [FDP]{.ul} FCR PL AbPB ADM 1DI   RF              12                        47
  SC          97                                                                                                                             335                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  *T*         28.3/40.3                                                                                                                      16            [LD]{.ul} PM [PD]{.ul} AD [BicS]{.ul} Tri [BR]{.ul} [EDC]{.ul} [ECU]{.ul} [ECR]{.ul} [FDS]{.ul} [FDP]{.ul} FCR [FCU]{.ul} 1DI AbPB                     M1              48                        106
  *U*         3.3/3.4                                                                                                                        10            [LD PD BicS BR ECU ECR EDC FCU FDS FDP]{.ul}                                                                                                           M1              20                        98
  *Su*        Not available                                                                                                                  24            LD AD PD Tri Bra Ter Cor BicS BicL BR PT EPL EPB ED2,3 FDS FDP FCR PL ECU FCU APL AbPB 1DI ADM                                                         SC              105                       366

M1, primary motor cortex; SC, spinal cord; RF, reticular formation; EMG, electromyogram; LD, latissimus dorsi; PM, pectoralis major; PD, posterior deltoid; AD, anterior deltoid; Cor, coracobrachialis; Ter, teres major; BicS, short head of biceps; BicL, long head of biceps; BR, brachioradialis; Bra, brachialis; Tri, triceps; FDS, flexor digitorum superficialis; FDP, flexor digitorum profundus; FCU, flexor carpi ulnaris; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; PL, palmaris longus; FPL, flexor pollicis longus; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; ED2,3, extensor of digits 2,3; ED4,5, extensor of digits 4,5; EPL, extensor pollicis longus; EPB, extensor pollicis brevis; ECR, extensor carpi radialis; ECU, extensor carpi ulnaris; PT, pronator teres; APL, abductor pollicis longus; AbPB, abductor pollicis brevis; 1DI, first dorsal interosseous; ADM, abductor digiti minimi. "Data logger recording duration" shows the duration of daytime recordings that were assessed as active (see [methods]{.smallcaps}) and the total duration taken during daytime hours. "No. of EMGs" indicates channels recorded in that animal, which had at least 1 stimulus-evoked response. Underlined channels in the list of EMGs indicate the subset of 10 channels used in some parts of the analysis. "No. of sites" indicates unique electrode positions, at which responses at threshold were identified. "Total no. of stimulus responses" indicates all stimuli intensities tested that gave a response in at least 1 muscle. The following gives a list of muscle abbreviations, which are grouped according to the classification of muscle groups used in [Figs. 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}. Shoulder: LD, PM, PD, AD, Cor, and Ter. Elbow flexors: BicS, BicL, BR, and Bra. Elbow extensor: Tri. Forearm flexors: FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR, PL, and FPL. Forearm extensors: EDC, ED2,3, ED4,5, EPL, EPB, ECR, and ECU. Other forearm: PT and APL. Intrinsic hand: AbPB, 1DI, and ADM.

### Space similarity analysis. {#sec2-1-8}

Principal component analysis reveals how efficiently patterns of muscle activity may be expressed in a space of reduced dimensions. We first found the number of components that would explain more than *p*% of the total variance in the data set for both natural activity and responses to stimulation. We then found the angle between these two vector subspaces, defined according to [@B10] (MATLAB function subspace), and used the cosine of this angle as a definition of the similarity of the subspaces. Values of similarity were recalculated for variance proportions *p* from 80 to 99%.

### Reconstruction analysis. {#sec2-1-9}

Subspace similarity is an attractive measure because it is well characterized mathematically. However, it is not directly related to the issue of neuroscientific interest, which is whether outputs from the stimulated structure could generate the natural activity. To address this, we devised a novel analysis as follows.

Assume vectors of stimulus responses across different muscles are represented by ***x~i~***; where *i* indexes different stimulus sites (*i* = 1..*N~stimuli~*); these are normalized to have unit length. Vectors of natural activity patterns observed during natural behavior are represented by ***y~j~***, where *j* indexes different time points of the natural behavior (*j* = 1..*N~natural~*). Both vectors have the same dimension, which is equal to the number of EMGs used in the analysis. We then attempt to reconstruct the natural activity from the stimulus-evoked activity, according to$$\mathbf{y}_{j} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N_{stimuli}}a_{i,j}\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{i}} + \mathbf{\varepsilon}_{\mathbf{j}},$$where *a~i,j~* is a set of nonnegative coefficients used to weight the stimulus evoked activities, and ***ε~j~*** is the residual, that part of ***y~j~*** which cannot be reconstructed by the vectors ***x~i~***. The coefficients were determined to minimize the residuals using linear least squares optimization with the constraint that coefficients must be nonnegative (MATLAB function lsqnonneg). We then defined two measures of performance.

The normalized length *L* was defined as
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If stimulus-evoked vectors line up well with natural activity vectors, then it will be possible to reach each natural activity using a direct path with a small number of stimulus vectors. The length of this path will then be no longer than the length of the vector *y~j~*, and *L* will be close to 100%. By contrast, if stimulus and natural activity vectors are poorly aligned, it will be necessary to "take the long way round" to reconstruct activities. *L* will then be substantially above 100%. *L* is a measure of how closely stimulus-evoked vectors align to the natural vectors.

Second, we defined the normalized residual *R* as
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*R* measures the magnitude of the residual, i.e., that part of the natural activity that cannot be reached by the stimulus vectors, as a percentage of the total magnitude of the natural activity. If stimulus vectors can represent all patterns in the natural activity perfectly, *R* will be zero. If, by contrast, no natural activity can be represented by the stimulus vectors, then *R* will be 100%.

In comparing values of *L* and *R* across animals and areas, we faced the problem that different numbers of stimulus vectors *N~stimuli~* were available. Trivially, it will be harder to reconstruct a set of natural activities with only a small set of stimulus vectors than with a large one. We solved this by choosing a fixed number of stimulus vectors to be used and drawing this number from those available (without replacement). Values of *L* and *R* were then computed. This process was repeated 50 times, using a different subset of stimulus vectors. For a given brain or spinal cord structure, we had observations from two animals. Single values of *L* and *R* were averaged across animals, yielding sets of 50 values per brain or spinal cord area.

To determine whether *L* or *R* differed between two areas, we first computed the difference between the mean value in one area and its mean in another area. The two sets of 50 values were then shuffled and randomly assigned to areas; the difference in means between areas was then recalculated. This shuffling procedure was repeated 10,000 times. Finding what proportion of differences in means from the shuffled data were more extreme than the difference found in the actual data provided an approximate *P* value for the null hypothesis that any difference arose by chance. Values of *L* and *R* are presented as means ± SD, computed over the 50 subsets of stimulus vectors. A schematic illustration of how *L* and *R* were computed is given in the relevant part of [results]{.smallcaps}.

RESULTS {#sec3}
=======

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} documents the recordings available for analysis in this report. In all cases, the available data comprised a range of proximal and distal muscle, acting around shoulder, elbow, wrist, and digit joints. Median stimulus intensities at threshold were 30, 30, and 59 µA, with ranges of 5--60, 5--75, and 2--200 µA for M1, RF, and SC respectively. [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a reconstruction of the stimulated sites.

![Reconstruction of stimulation sites. For M1, the calculated stereotaxic coordinates have been superimposed on tracings of cortical features based on MRI scans. For reticular formation (RF), the stereotaxic coordinates were rotated to the bicommissural (BC) plane and overlain on an atlas template with the representation of different reticular nuclei and landmarks. ac, Anterior commissure. The 3-dimensional plots show the penetrations sites in the T1-C3 segments of the spinal cord (SC). CS, central sulcus; Arc, arcuate sulcus; Rc, rostro-caudal; Ht, dorsoventral height.](z9k0011844370002){#F0002}

 {#sec3-1}

### Divergence. {#sec3-1-1}

One of the most straightforward measures of fractionated output is to count the number of muscles that are coactivated when a given region is stimulated. We would expect that an area that subserved well-fractionated movements would be capable of activating a single muscle or perhaps a small group of synergistic muscles. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} presents the distribution of numbers of muscles activated from individual sites. One problem in comparing results between animals and areas is that different numbers of muscles were recorded in each case (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), which could bias the results.

![Distribution of number of muscles activated per site, using a reduced set of 10 muscles for each area, and only sites activated at threshold intensity *A*: M1. *B*: RF. *C*: SC. *D*: same data as *A*--*C*, but replotted as a cumulative distribution to allow comparison of the different areas. Line colors correspond to the colors used in *A*--*C*. *E*: similar plot as *D*, but now using all muscles recorded in a given animal; abscissa is expressed as a percentage of the number of muscles available for analysis in each case. *F*--*J*: similar display as *A*--*E*, but now using all responses recorded, rather than just those at threshold.](z9k0011844370003){#F0003}

We took two approaches to this problem. First, we selected a representative subset of 10 muscles in each animal. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*C*, shows histograms of numbers of muscles in this subset activated by sites judged to be at threshold intensity (see [methods]{.smallcaps}), for M1, RF, and SC. Results have here been combined across two (M1/RF) or three animals (SC). M1 had the largest number of threshold sites that activated just one muscle (67%), but appreciable fractions of sites in RF and SC also activated single muscles (39 and 32%, respectively). The mean ± SD numbers of muscles activated were 1.5 ± 0.9, 1.9 ± 0.8, and 2.5 ± 1.6 for M1, RF, and SC respectively; these were only significantly different between M1 and SC (*P* \< 10^−6^, Wilcoxon test corrected for 3 comparisons). [Figure 3*D*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} replots these distributions as cumulative probability functions. The curves for M1 and RF, aside from their first point, are heavily overlapping. SC is distinguished by having a longer tail to its distribution, with 26% of sites activating 4 or more muscles, whereas only 4.8% of M1 and no RF sites showed such a divergent projection at threshold.

As an alternative way of compensating for different numbers of recorded muscles, [Fig. 3*E*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} presents cumulative distributions that use all of the available muscle recordings in each animal. The abscissa for this graph shows the number of muscles activated as a percentage of the muscles recorded in that animal. In this plot, the distributions for M1 and RF are closely overlapping, with average percentage activations of 9.6 ± 6.0 and 10.7 ± 5.8%, respectively. Such a display makes the divergent nature of the spinal output even more pronounced, with activation by SC of 20.9 ± 17.0%, which differed significantly from both M1 and RF (*P* \< 10^−5^ and *P* \< 0.05, respectively, Wilcoxon test corrected for 3 comparisons).

[Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *F*--*J*, presents data similar to [Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*E*, but now using all intensities of stimulation, and not just those judged at threshold. As expected, there is increased divergence both in the reduced subset of muscles (1.9 ± 1.5, 2.9 ± 1.7, and 3.9 ± 2.5 muscles activated for M1, RF, and SC respectively) and in the complete set (13.6 ± 12.1, 18.8 ± 14.8, and 34.5 ± 25.8% muscles activated for M1, RF, and SC respectively). All pairwise comparisons were now significantly different (*P* \< 0.05, Wilcoxon test corrected for 3 comparisons).

### Activation of different muscle groups. {#sec3-1-2}

Previous work has reported that motor outputs from different areas can be biased toward particular muscle groups. [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} presents data on the proportion of sites that activated muscles classified anatomically. Results for threshold stimulus intensities are shown in [Fig. 4*A*--*F*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}. Similar proportions of sites from M1, RF and SC activated shoulder muscles ([Fig. 4*A*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). At least in our data set, M1 had few projections to elbow muscles; both RF and SC activated elbow flexors more often than extensors ([Fig. 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*). Within the forearm, RF activated flexors more often than extensors, as previously reported ([@B21]), but flexion/extension differences were not seen for M1 or SC ([Fig. 4*, D* and *E*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). Few outputs to intrinsic hand muscles were seen from the RF, whereas M1 and SC often activated this group ([Fig. 4*F*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, *G*--*L*, presents results using all intensities of stimulation, and not just those at threshold. Although there is a general increase in the proportions of sites activating particular groups, the differences between the areas were comparable with those following threshold stimulation.

![Proportions of stimulated sites that activated different muscle groups. *A*--*F*: for responses at threshold. *G*--*L*: for all responses recorded. Muscle groups are specified at the *top* of each graph.](z9k0011844370004){#F0004}

Given the observation that many sites activated more than one muscle ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), it is of interest to see how the coactivated muscles were organized relative to anatomic location. [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} accordingly shows as pie charts the fraction of sites that activated particular groups alone or in combination. [Figure 5*A*](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} presents results for threshold stimulation; rows here indicate data from the three different areas (M1, RF, or SC), and the columns represent various pairs of muscle groups. RF only activated three pairs of muscle groups together, and then this was often a small proportion of responses. M1 also showed little propensity to activate muscles in different anatomic groups at threshold. One important difference from RF was that a small proportion (18%) of M1 sites could coactivate forearm flexors and extensors. Outputs from SC were considerably more divergent; coactivation was seen for all pairs of muscle groups examined and often formed a substantial proportion of the total output.

![Proportions of sites that activated combinations of muscle groups singly or together. *A*: for sites stimulated at threshold. *B*: for all responses recorded. Pie charts show the results for M1, RF, and SC (rows) and different pairs of muscle groups (columns), as illustrated on the picture of an arm at the *top*.](z9k0011844370005){#F0005}

[Figure 5*B*](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} presents a similar analysis for all stimuli, and not just those at threshold. The increased intensity tended to increase coactivation of groups. Exceptions to this were M1 coactivation of shoulder muscles with any other group; this remained rare even at higher intensities. Also, neither M1 nor RF ever coactivated elbow flexors with extensors, even at the higher intensities.

### Principal component analysis. {#sec3-1-3}

We used principal component analysis of muscle activation patterns to explore fractionation of outputs from different areas. This was quantified by plotting the cumulative percentage of variance explained by including successive components ([@B24]). A well fractionated output should produce a curve that rises only slowly, indicating that the muscle activation pattern cannot be well represented by a low dimensional reconstruction. [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*C*, shows such plots for each animal and area recorded. Three curves are shown on each graph, corresponding to results from the natural patterns of activity that were recorded using the data logger (□), activity patterns recorded in the laboratory during performance of the reach and grasp task (○), and stimulus-evoked patterns (●). All results used a subset of 10 muscles so that data sets had the same dimensions.

![Principal component analysis of stimulus-evoked and natural activity patterns. *A*--*C*: cumulative percentage of variance explained (CPVE) as a function of the number of principal components used to reduce the dimensionality of the data. ●, Results for stimulus-evoked activity; □, results for natural activity recorded with the data logger; ○, results for activity recorded in the laboratory during performance of the reach and grasp task. Each plot shows results from a different animal and area: M1 (*A*), RF (*B*), and SC (*C*). *D*: subspace similarity. For a given CPVE value (abscissa), the number of principal components required to represent at least that CPVE was determined for both stimulus-evoked and natural activity, and the subspace similarity (see [methods]{.smallcaps}) was calculated between these 2 vector spaces. Thin lines show results from individual animals and areas; thick lines show results averaged across the 2 animals available for each area. Red, M1; black, RF; blue, SC. Bars at the *bottom* indicate regions where pairs of similarity measures differ significantly (*P* \< 0.05).](z9k0011844370006){#F0006}

The results for natural activity patterns were broadly similar across animals. The curves for cumulative percentage of variance explained rose slowly; to explain \>95% of the total variance required seven or eight components out of 10, suggesting a complex range of activations that defied compression to a small number of dimensions. The curves for activity during performance of the task in the laboratory rose more rapidly in three-quarters of the animals, which is consistent with the more constrained behavioral repertoire required during repetitive performance of an overtrained and highly stereotyped task. Between four and seven components were required to explain \>95% of the variance. There was more variation for the stimulus-evoked responses; to explain \>95% of the variance required two or five components for the M1, two, or four for the RF data sets, and two or four for SC. It is surprising that for each area, in one of the two animals available, \>95% of variance could be explained by just two components. This suggests that, although sites often activated many muscles, these must have been quite stereotyped, so just two principal components could represent the majority of the variation. Fewer components were always needed to explain a given variance for the stimulus-evoked responses than the natural activity, suggesting that natural activity was richly fractionated.

### Subspace similarity analysis. {#sec3-1-4}

Having data on both natural activity patterns and stimulus-evoked responses across multiple muscles provides an opportunity to examine how similar these were. To do this, for a given animal and area, we first found the number of principal components required to explain more than a threshold level of variance for both the stimulus evoked and natural activity patterns. We then calculated a measure of similarity between the subspaces defined by these principal components. This measure will be unity if all points in the natural activity subspace could be reached by the components that defined the stimulus-evoked subspace. By contrast, the measure will be zero if the spaces are orthogonal, meaning that they are entirely incompatible.

[Figure 6*D*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} shows how the subspace similarity measure varied as the cutoff threshold for percentage of variance explained increased. The thin lines show results for different animals, with the line color indicating the area (red, M1; black, RF; blue, SC); the thick lines show the average across the two animals available for each area. Below 95% of variance explained, the lines were intermixed, and there appeared to be no clear separation between the different areas. However, above 95%, the similarity for both RF data sets reduced to low values and remained below the similarity for M1 and SC. Differences between RF-M1 and RF-SC were significant above 96.5% of variance explained (see bars beneath the plots, *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 6*D*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that RF is poorly able to support the full extent of variation seen in natural activity compared with M1 and SC. Significant differences between SC and M1 were seen over a wider range of thresholds.

### Reconstruction of natural activity from stimulus-evoked activity. {#sec3-1-5}

One problem with the principal component and subspace analysis is that it does not take account of the fixed sign of the output effects. If one stimulus site coactivates two muscles, it is not the case that it can also suppress them together as well. To address this limitation, we also designed an analysis that sought to reconstruct the natural activity patterns, using only positively scaled combinations of the stimulus-evoked activities. This is described in [methods]{.smallcaps} and illustrated in [Fig. 7, *A* and *B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}.

![Reconstruction of natural activity from stimulus-evoked activity. *A* and *B*: schematic illustration of the analysis approach. Unit vectors representing stimulus-evoked activity (*left panel*, green, orange) are combined to reconstruct natural activity (*middle panel*, blue). The total length of the reconstruction as a percentage of the length of the natural activity provides the normalized length measure *L*. The size of the residual as a percentage of the length of the natural activity provides the normalized residual measure *R*. For display purposes, 2-dimensional vectors are shown; in reality, the vectors are in 10 dimensions, corresponding to the activity of 10 muscles. In *A*, a situation where natural activity cannot be reconstructed perfectly is shown, so a residual (error) term remains. In *B*, perfect reconstruction is possible. *C*: example reconstructions of short sections of natural EMG activity from M1 (*monkey T*), RF (*monkey Sa*), and SC (*monkey P*). Black traces show the recorded data; red traces show the reconstructions from stimulus-evoked vectors; 1 unit in the vertical calibration bar corresponds to the EMG 99th percentile. *D*: values of *L* calculated from this analysis using subsets of 30 stimulus-evoked responses. *E*: corresponding values of *R*. *F*: values of *L* calculated using subsets of 80 stimulus-evoked responses. *G*: corresponding values of *R*. □, Results from individual animals and areas; ●, average across 2 animals available for each area. Error bars indicate the standard deviation, computed with 50 different randomly drawn subsets of stimulus-evoked vectors. Brackets indicate significant pairwise differences between areas (*P* \< 10^−4^; Monte Carlo test).](z9k0011844370007){#F0007}

We began with the set of stimulus-evoked muscle response patterns, which were represented as vectors in the 10-dimensional muscle space. In the schematic representation of [Fig. 7, *A* and *B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, only two stimulus-evoked vectors are shown in two dimensions; these are normalized to have unit length. At any given time point during recordings with the data logger in the home cage, the natural muscle activity will also form a vector ([Fig. 7, *A* and *B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, blue line, *middle*). We attempt to reconstruct this using a sum of stimulus vectors scaled by positive weights. For the example in [Fig. 7*A*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, an exact reconstruction is not possible; the residual is the difference between the closest point that can be reached using the stimulus vectors and the natural activity ([Fig. 7*A*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, *middle*, dotted black line). For the example in [Fig. 7*B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, the stimulus vectors do allow an exact reconstruction.

As described in [methods]{.smallcaps}, we computed two quantities; example computation of these is shown in [Fig. 7, *A* and *B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, right. The normalized vector length (*L*) represented how efficiently the natural activity can be generated. *L* will be close to 100% if the stimulus activity vectors point in the same direction as the natural activity vectors but exceed 100% if there are substantial differences, requiring reconstruction to "take the long way round" (see [Fig. 7*B*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). The normalized residual (*R*) indicates what proportion of the natural activity was unreachable from the stimulus-evoked activity.

A larger number of stimulus evoked activities would permit better reconstruction of the natural activity; this could lead to artifactual results, as recordings from different areas had different numbers of responses. We corrected for this by drawing a fixed number of responses from those available for all areas; this was repeated 50 times, and the results averaged across the two animals in each area had been recorded.

[Figure 7*C*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of natural activity patterns (black) and the reconstructions generated from stimulus-evoked vectors from M1, RF, and SC when using a subset of 30 stimulus vectors. To produce this display, we chose the stimulus vector subset out of the 50 repetitions that gave values of *L* and *R* closest to the mean in that animal. The 5-s-long time window shown has also been chosen to have computed *L* and *R* values close to the mean over the entire recording. We can distinguish two types of error in the reconstruction. First, activity in a given muscle may not be present in the reconstruction at all, for example, the LD, Bra, and FDS muscles for the RF reconstruction. Second, in some instances, muscles are activated in the reconstruction more than required, such as the bottom muscle EDC for RF and ECR for SC. Both errors reflect limitations in the ability of the stimulus vectors to reach all parts of the natural activity space. Minimizing reconstruction error then requires a tradeoff, as the only way to produce required activity is to generate unwanted cocontractions. In these illustrations, the M1 reconstruction fitted the natural activity closer than RF and SC.

[Figure 7*D*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for normalized length *L*, and [Fig. 7*E*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for normalized residual *R*, when a subset of 30 responses was used. The normalized length *L* was 119.1 ± 9.6, 105.9 ± 6.2, and 109.3 ± 8.4% for M1, RF, and SC respectively (means ± SD of repetitions). The length for M1 was significantly different from the other two areas (*P* \< 10^−4^; Monte Carlo test); differences between the lengths for RF and SC just failed to reach significance (*P* = 0.072; Monte Carlo test corrected for 3 pairwise comparisons). The normalized residual *R* was 50.3 ± 4.9, 56.4 ± 3.5, and 51.5 ± 4.8% for M1, RF, and SC, respectively (means ± SD). The residual for RF was significantly different from that for the other two areas (*P* \< 10^−4^; Monte Carlo test).

The choice of a relatively small number of stimulus responses (30) for the above analysis was dictated by the small number available for the RF (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, the analysis was repeated using sets of 80 stimulus responses, but now including only M1 and SC responses; the results of this are shown in [Fig. 7, *F* and *G*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}. The normalized length *L* was 152.4 ± 5.7% for M1 and 127.7 ± 6.5% for SC. The normalized residual *R* was 29.6 ± 3.5% for M1 and 37.3 ± 5.3% for SC. M1 and SC differed significantly on both measures (*P* \< 10^−4^; Monte Carlo test).

It is clear that the detailed numbers produced by this analysis are highly dependent on the choice of the number of responses to use. However, a consistent finding was that M1 had higher lengths *L* than RF and SC. The residuals *R* were ordered, with M1 being lowest, RF being highest, and SC intermediate between the two.

DISCUSSION {#sec4}
==========

 {#sec4-1}

### Measures of output divergence. {#sec4-1-1}

Previous work has examined the outputs from different motor structures using responses to either stimulation or post-spike facilitation in spike-triggered averages of rectified EMG. Often similar proportions of muscles were reported to be activated from different motor structures, although the interpretation of these numbers varied widely. Thus [@B15] reported that a single cortico-motoneuronal cell in M1 facilitated on average 27% of the muscles recorded and concluded that "cortico-motor neurones may contribute to relatively independent finger movements by virtue of their selective facilitation of hand muscles, leading to a fractionated pattern of muscle activity." [@B63] found that an average of 20% of muscles were facilitated by a single spinal cell (rising to 45% when only intrinsic hand muscles were considered) and concluded that "these divergent facilitations ... could help form 'functional units' for hand movements." That similar proportions should have led to opposite interpretations perhaps emphasizes the importance of a direct comparison of different areas, as in the present work.

In this study, we used weak single pulse stimuli to estimate output effects. This provided a greater sample of possible output combinations than would have been possible by examining post-spike facilitations, where the yield of cells with monosynaptic connections to motoneuron pools can be low. In the cortex, we know that weak ICMS activates a small population of output neurons, because post-stimulus facilitations are larger than post-spike facilitations ([@B17]). The activated population may spread over several millimeters of cortical surface ([@B6]; [@B27]). Because we have not assessed output divergence at the finest-grain possible (the single cell), this may have increased the number of coactivated muscles observed. However, in cortex, stimuli appear to activate functionally similar cortico-motoneuronal cells ([@B17]), presumably reflecting that functionally related cells share common inputs ([@B31]). Therefore, weak stimuli may be accessing functional output modules in a manner not dissimilar from natural activation. Examining post-spike facilitations is itself not without problems. Nonlinearities in the rectified EMG make weak effects especially hard to detect ([@B4], [@B5]); therefore, examining post-spike facilitation from single cells is likely to underestimate the output divergence.

Clearly as stimulus intensity is increased, the number of activated output neurons will rise. A previous study ([@B53]) used a fixed intensity of 15 μA as a reasonable compromise between obtaining clear and consistent effects while limiting the loss of specificity due to stimulus spread. In this work, we adjusted the intensity to be just above threshold, yielding the smallest possible spread of the effects. Naturally this approach could also suffer from a failure to detect weak effects, and (as for spike triggered averaging) underestimate divergence. Nevertheless, the results of [Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*E*, probably provide the best comparison so far available of the size of muscles groups activated by M1, RF, and SC. Surprisingly, the number of muscles activated by M1 and RF following threshold stimuli was comparable, but both brain areas activated fewer muscles on average than sites in the spinal cord.

Recordings from M1 and RF were carried out in the conscious state, whereas the data from SC were gathered under anesthesia. We might expect that anesthesia would suppress spinal interneuron and motoneuron circuits, and indeed, there was little or no background EMG in the anesthetized recordings, whereas responses in the conscious state during task performance had active muscles. This could have reduced the number of muscles affected, possibly making outputs appear more stereotyped. However, on average, SC activated more muscles than either of the other two centers ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), and reconstruction of natural activity was midway between RF and M1 ([Fig. 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Although we cannot rule out an effect of anesthesia on the detailed numbers that we report, it seems unlikely that our qualitative conclusions have been materially affected.

More subtle changes in the excitability of the activated circuits were also likely to occur at different phases of task performance, when muscles went from inactive to active at different levels and in combination with different synergists ([Fig. 1*E*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The efficacy of monosynaptic cortico-motoneuronal outputs can modulate with different task phases ([@B22]); outputs with less direct linkage are even more likely to change their efficacy with task ([@B26]). In common with previous work, we simply averaged all stimuli occurring at different task phases. This is likely to give the best estimate of the potential output from one site. Nevertheless, it remains possible that highly transient effects were diluted by averaging with periods where there was no effect, which could have reduced them so that they fell below the detection threshold.

### Flexible encoding vs. fixed synergies. {#sec4-1-2}

Previous work on neural synergies has used approaches like principal component analysis to test whether a high-dimensional pattern of muscle activities can be expressed in a smaller number of dimensions. Used alone, we did not find obvious differences in the results of principal component analysis between areas ([Fig. 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*C*, ●). This may reflect the arbitrary sampling of sites in our experiment. The directions of maximal variance in the stimulus-evoked activity vectors may reflect this random selection. For example, if several sites by chance generate similar effects, this would allow a high proportion of variance across the data set to be represented by a small number of components. Yet the variation seen in the undersampled sites might be of critical importance to the function of that area. Relevant to this, [@B60] found that \~85% of the variance in their data set of hand postures could be represented by just two principal components. However, although the higher components contributed negligible fractions to the variance, they were of critical importance in coding the difference between hand postures. For this reason, we performed two analyses that compared stimulus-evoked muscle activity patterns with those occurring during unconstrained behavior in the home cage.

When data sets were reduced in dimensionality to represent ≤90% of the variance, the similarity between muscle-evoked and naturally occurring activity showed no consistent difference between areas ([Fig. 6*D*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). However, when we considered subspaces that represented \>95% of the variance, there was a clear separation, with the patterns evoked by RF stimulation showing lower similarity to natural activity compared with M1 and SC.

Second, we developed a novel analysis that tested how well natural patterns could be generated from stimulus-evoked patterns. The results seemed to show a hierarchy. RF sites could efficiently generate an approximation to natural activity; the normalized vector lengths *L* were lower than for M1 and SC ([Fig. 7*D*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}), meaning that activation of an RF site could take activity more directly toward the desired point. However, the normalized residuals *R* were larger for RF than for M1 and SC ([Fig. 7*E*](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}); relying on RF alone would result in more errors, producing only an approximation to the desired activity pattern. This suggests the same conclusion as the subspace similarity analysis; accurate generation of natural activity is poorly served by RF alone. Comparison of M1 and SC using the larger data sets available for these areas showed some differences, with M1 producing less efficient (high *L*) but more accurate (low *R*) reconstruction of natural activity than SC, although these differences were less marked than between RF and M1/SC.

Although we found significant differences between areas using these measures, differences were small (e.g., *L* = 119.1 vs. 105.9% for M1 vs. RF). This may reflect that all areas are reasonably matched to the gross structure (i.e., majority of the variance) of natural movements. However, the small differences may also reflect our limited sampling of the outputs of each region. When we used subsets of 80 stimulus-evoked vectors, the differences between M1 and SC became larger (*L* = 152.4 vs. 127.7% compared with *L* = 119.1 vs. 109.3% when only 30 vectors were used). We speculate that if we were able to sample all of the outputs, reconstruction errors from M1 would become very small, leading to negligible *R* values, whereas even with complete sampling RF would be unable to produce some natural activities accurately.

These results may agree with the changes in upper limb function that are seen following a corticospinal tract lesion either following experimental pyramidal tract section in monkey ([@B2]; [@B42]) or after stroke in human patients ([@B41]). After an initial flaccid paralysis, strength recovers partly by the strengthening of reticulospinal pathways ([@B67]). However, there is a permanent deficit in independent finger movements and unhelpful obligate coupling between muscle groups to form detrimental synergies ([@B25]). Our data support previous suggestions that these deficits represent the less precise activation of specific muscle patterns by surviving subcortical pathways compared with the corticospinal tract ([@B8]; [@B25]; [@B42]). Interestingly, similar muscle activation synergies can be extracted from natural movements after stroke on the affected and unaffected side ([@B19]). This is to be expected if these synergies reflect the first-pass approximations to desired movements achieved by reticulospinal outputs; the affected side has an impaired corticospinal contribution, which may add little to the overall variance but is critical for accurate movement performance. Recent work by [@B65] proposed that two separate systems drive recovery post-stroke; one is responsible for all of strength recovery and some fractionation, and the other generates additional recovery in fractionation. Our work supports the tentative assignment of the first system to RF and the second to M1 outputs.

Observations after recovery from lesions suggest that spinal circuits occupy a position intermediate between cortical and brainstem centers. After a corticospinal lesion at segmental level C5, monkeys can recover precision grip ([@B61]); this is not possible after lesions at C2 ([@B2]). The difference is likely to be the spared inputs to propriospinal neurons at C3--C4 in the former case, demonstrating that these cells can mediate some fine finger movements. However, these animals alter their muscle activation patterns after the lesion, showing more cocontraction of antagonists ([@B50]), suggesting that there is still some residual deficit in fractionation compared with the intact system with fully functioning corticospinal tract.

This study did not consider stimulus-evoked suppression of muscle activity for practical reasons. Inhibition is typically harder to detect statistically in correlation or average measures ([@B1]). Because we sought effects just above threshold, significant suppression was only rarely seen. In the spinal experiments under anesthesia, no suppressions could be evaluated due to the lack of background activity. Rather than include the arbitrary small number of effects detected, we concentrated solely on stimulus-evoked facilitation. However, suppression of unwanted muscles is likely to be an important means of focusing activation and thereby achieving fractionation. This is known to occur at the cortical level, where antagonizing intracortical GABAergic transmission results in an expansion of the output map ([@B32]). Both M1 and RF generate stimulus-evoked suppression of muscle activity ([@B18]; [@B20]) via effects on inhibitory interneurons in the SC ([@B34]; [@B33]). We do not have any information on the relative contributions to fractionation of inhibition from the different motor centers.

This work has considered outputs from M1, RF, and SC independently. However, we know that these areas are connected in a hierarchy; M1 provides corticoreticular input to RF ([@B36]) and corticospinal input to SC interneurons ([@B66]), which also receive input from RF ([@B56]). It is likely that the weak cortical stimuli that we used generate effects mainly via the monosynaptic cortico-motoneuronal connections. However, during natural activity, outputs will be generated by the multiplicity of connections between M1 and motoneurons, including the RF and SC circuits, which we have examined here. In addition, premotor cortical areas such as SMA and F5 also project to the RF ([@B36]) and to SC interneurons ([@B11]; [@B46]), providing a further route by which subcortical systems can be controlled independently of M1. The coordinated action of these many pathways lead together to fractionated movements in a healthy primate.
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